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APPENDIX B

Core list of veterinary monographs

15. Ware WA. Cardiovascular disease in small animal medicine. 3rd impression, 2nd copyright. London, UK: Manson Publishing; 2011.
47. Miller RE, Fowler ME, eds. Fowler’s zoo and wild animal medicine. Vol. 8 [i.e., 8th ed.]. St. Louis, MO: Elsevier; 2015.*


* Fowler’s Zoo Animal Medicine follows a full volume, updates, full volume publication pattern. Full volumes are titled Fowler’s Zoo and Wild Animal Medicine (edition number). Updates are published under the title Fowler’s Zoo and Wild Animal Medicine: Current Therapy (edition number). After a few updates, another full volume will incorporate the updates. All edition numbers are continuous. Selectors are advised to purchase the most recent full volume and use local need to determine if intermediate current therapy volumes are needed.

† Kirk’s Current Therapy carries an edition designation; however, each volume contains new information not an update of the previous edition.


